Radiant Rose Academy Clarion Calls for
A Vision of Victory for the Mother’s Presence:
the Feminine Principle!

Welcome, Dear Radiant Rose Heart Family! The following Clarion Calls (Decrees) are ready to come alive within your own Heart’s Flame as we join in collectively offering our voices to these powerful activities of Purifying, Healing, Illumining, Protecting, and Raising of all Beings!

Introduction: Inside story behind these Clarion Calls for the Mother’s Presence: the Feminine Principle in all Life

These are the updated Calls (decrees) for women and girls that so many of you have asked for! Our team has researched recent global news reports (and recent dictations) to ensure that these Calls fully address the plight of many women and girls, who are targets of violence, poverty, human trafficking (sex trade), slavery, abuse, exploitation, oppression, injustice, persecution, kidnapping, educational, political and economic injustices in Africa, the Middle East, India, Asia, Australia, Europe, the Three Americas and every country including all the Indigenous Peoples around the world. It can be frustrating to read about these unacceptable circumstances; yet there is so much that we can all do to turn these “human appearances” into a Vision of Victory to support the Divine Plan fulfilled for each individual. Our Beloved Mother Akasha has told us that spiritually awakened women are the most powerful threat to the sinister force, especially when they have economic independence. The following highly relevant and current Clarion Calls effectively address limitations while opening the way for the Resurrection of the Feminine Principle in every woman, man and child.

We are restoring honor of the Feminine Principle which is our feeling side of Life, the Heart, Soul and Feelings within all of us. We are so grateful that our fellow students in both Masculine and Feminine garments (bodies) enthusiastically join us in making these Calls, so that we can all be Advocates for the Feminine Principle in all Life!

Although we rotate these Clarion Calls for the Mother’s Presence with other Clarion Call sets (every other Tuesday), you are certainly welcome to choose your favorite Calls from this set; and repeat them daily or weekly to help give these Calls more momentum. Please read the extracts that were lovingly prepared for you by the Help Our Planet team, located after the Decrees. Thank you for joining us!
A VISION OF VICTORY FOR THE MOTHER’S PRESENCE

1. INVOCATION

As we come together to Decree for our World and Planet, we accept our God Given Authority as Co - Creators with our Infinite ‘I AM’ Mother/ Father God Presence in the Great Central Sun!

We offer our Heart - felt acknowledgement to our Cosmic Spiritual Hierarchy, offering Them our deepest love and adoration from our Hearts’ Flames. Together we Call Forth the release of All Powers and Action of the Sacred Fire to eradicate all that is against the Feminine Principle of Life and ensure Victory for the Mother’s Presence on Earth from the Great Angelic Host, the Ascended Host, the Great Cosmic Beings, the Masters of the Flames from Venus, the Archangels, the Goddesses, the Elohim and Eloah, all Ascended Master Ladies, the Immortals, and the Avatars from the Great Central Sun! Together, we Command and Demand the great Outpouring of Your Sacred Flames of God source, BLAZING (3) into the Hearts, minds, bodies, and feeling side of life of the people of Earth, that silences and consumes the denial of the Mother’s Presence and in the Love, Mercy and Forgiveness of the Sacred Fire, heals and restores each one’s relationship with Love.

We Call Forth a Grand Orchestration of the Sacred Fire from our Cosmic Spiritual Hierarchy that RELEASES on a World and Planetary scale, the Sacred Flames of God, Cosmic Blue, Violet, Pink, and Gold, that FLOODS (3) and Saturates all life upon the Earth and restores Divine Balance with All-Christ Luminosity and the Great Central Sun’s Magnet’s Presence of Eternal Grace and Beauty!

‘I AM’ THAT ‘I AM’! (3)

2. ASCENDED MASTERS’ SACRED FIRE FEELING OF ABSOLUTE CONTROL

My Beloved ‘I AM’ Christ Presence, Lord Maitreya and the entire Ascended Host, I pour my own Heart Flame’s Sacred Fire Love to You and in the Authority of the ‘I AM’ that ‘I AM’, I Command and Demand that You release and continually Charge the Master Power Flame of the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Feeling that is the Absolute Control of all physical manifestation into my mental and feeling world and physical body and into my physical world that brings about the complete Balancing
and Purification of all energy and substance back into its original state of All-Christ Perfection. I clothe myself with the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Love, Sacred Fire Mastery and Sacred Fire Control of all physical manifestation!

My Beloved ‘I AM’ Christ Presence, Beloved ‘I AM’ Presences of all people of Earth, Great Ascended Host of Light, I Command and Demand that You release and continually Charge the Master Power Flame of the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Feeling of Absolute Control of physical manifestation into the minds and feelings of all the people of Earth to establish permanent balance within their minds and feelings and Wake them up to the reality of their own Glorious God Self ‘I AM’!

My Beloved ‘I AM' Christ Presence, ‘I AM' Presences of all people of Earth, Great Gods of the Earth, Mighty Aries, Neptune, Virgo and Helios, Lord the Maha Chohan, God of Gold, God of Nature, Gods of the Mountains, Beloved Diana Goddess of Fire, Pelleur, I Command and Demand that You release and continually Charge the Master Power Flame of the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Feeling of Absolute Control of all physical manifestation into the Powers of Nature and the Forces of the Elements, into all Kingdoms of life and into all life upon this Earth that Compels the Complete Balancing and Purification!

ALMIGHTY CHRIST ‘I AM’! (3)

3. CALL FOR THE WOMEN OF THE WORLD

Mighty ‘I AM’ Christ Presence, Mighty ‘I AM’ Christ Presence of all the people of Earth, Beloved Mother Akasha and all Ascended Master Mothers, we call on You to fill the Hearts and Minds of all men and women with Love, Kindness, Respect and Honor for the Divine Feminine Principle of Life, the Heavenly Mother’s Presence! Eliminate and remove all old beliefs, ideas, consciousness and customs that do not hold women equal to men! Beloved Goddess of Justice, Goddess of Liberty, we Command and Demand an end to the silence, suffering and degradation of women in all parts of the world! Expose all who prey on women and girls and bring Divine Justice for all experiencing abuse!

Beloved Mother Mary, Quan Yin and all Ascended Master Goddesses, pour Your Heart Flames’ Sacred Fire Love, Purity, Power, Healing and Redemption to all women whose sacredness has been violated, and charge them with a renewed sense of wholeness, Purity and Love of themselves!
Beloved Ascended Master Germain Charge Your Heart’s Flame of Love, Mercy and Forgiveness into these women, removing the cause, effect, record and memory of all abuse and harassment! Majestic Eloah Amazonia, fill all women with the Courage and Strength to Demand and Command their Freedom, Safety and Security from all evil in this world!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST ‘I AM’! (3)

(Visualize and feel Beloved Master Jesus’ Luminous Presence and Mother Akasha’s Luminous Presence, stepping forth visible and tangible in the lower atmosphere of Earth, commanding the Cosmic Christ Freedom of all Life-Streams in Feminine Garments)

4. CALL FOR AN END TO VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

Mighty Christ ‘I AM’, Indwelling Christ Presence of all the people of Earth, Great Ascended and Angelic Host, Beloved Akasha and Asun, Beloved Emanuel Jesus the Christ, Great God Germain, Archangel Michael, Beloved Goddesses, Mighty Victory, Seven Mighty Elohim and all Ascended Master Mothers! We COMMAND that you step forth into action NOW, this instant, and STOP! (3) all abuse, discrimination, oppression, forced servitude, violence, exploitation, slavery, mutilation and harm towards all women!

STRIKE! (3) the one Mighty Stroke of the Amethyst Flame and the Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Flame that forever annihilates and prevents oppression and destructiveness from affecting women! Beloved Goddess of Justice, charge Your Divine Justice into all that has transpired and see that Divine Justice Prevails through all life on Earth! Great Heavenly Host, PROTECT! (3) all women and envelop them in the Cosmic White-Light Substance lined with the Cosmic Blue Flame Shields and surround them with Archangel Michael’s Ring Pass Not of Cosmic Blue Flames to protect them and their families from all discord! Make them Invisible, Invincible, and Invulnerable to all forces of darkness! ‘I AM’ the Divine Will of the Mother’s Presence of Eternal Love fulfilling this Call!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST ‘I AM’ (3)

5. NEW BEGINNING FOR THE PEOPLE OF EARTH

Mighty ‘I AM’ Christ Presence, Mighty ‘I AM’ Christ Presence of all the people of Earth, Great God Germain, Beloved Quan Yin, Goddess of Justice, Goddess of
Purity, Elohim of Purity, We call on the Laws of Forgiveness and Redemption for all the crimes of the people of Earth against the Feminine side of Life throughout the history of Earth! And as You purify the Feminine side of Life, all the Earth, the Powers of Nature, the Beings of the Elements, give All Life upon it a New beginning, a fresh new start, where the Feminine is respected and honored, empowered, celebrated, side by side with the Divine Masculine qualities of Light!

‘I AM’ Beloved Mother Akasha’s Heavenly Will of Love, Grace, and Elegance Fulfiling this Call for Earth and the people of Earth!

‘I AM’ THAT ‘I AM’ (3)

(*Visualize and feel the great Sacred Fire of Each Flame of God doing its perfect work now and liberating and freeing the Feminine side of Life forever!*)

6. FREEDOM IN THE SEVENTH GOLDEN AGE

Mighty Christ ‘I AM’! Beloved Great God Germain, Mother Akasha, Beloved Jesus the Christ, Mighty Victory and all Great Beings concerned with the Destiny of the people of Earth! Strengthen, Shield and Protect all who are standing for Justice, Freedom and Liberation of the Divine Feminine qualities in all people around the world - all who stand for the New Civilization of the Seventh Golden Age.

CHARGE their work with Victory and see that they are supported and free to fulfill the Divine Plan for all women! Strengthen all who are doing good and all that is good in this World! Lift and remove all debts, lack and limitations from these constructive ones and see that all women who are part of the awakening of the people of Earth NOW receive their economic freedom according to the Divine Plan! ‘I AM’ That ‘I AM’ in the Central Sun, Beloved Akasha, Jesus the Christ and Master Germain Fulfiling this Call Eternally!

ALMIGHTY CHRIST ‘I AM’ (3)

7. HONORING THE FEMININE

Beloved ‘I AM’ Christ Presence! Beloved Akasha, Goddess Rose, Mother Mary, Grandmother Anna, Beloved Lady Nada, Lady Leto, and all Beloved Cosmic Mothers and Grandmothers! Erase from all the people of Earth, all etheric records, all false concepts, stereotypes and beliefs about the Feminine side of life! Consume all etheric records of all that has dishonored women so that no part of life anywhere
in God's Creation ever experiences that again, and every Soul is free to fulfill his or her Divine Plan forevermore!

Release all the people of Earth into the Ascended Masters’ Divine Way of Life! Restore Divine respect for the Feminine in families, organizations, communities, the media, political leadership, religious teachings, educational systems, cultures, the corporate world and the consciousness and feeling world of every man, woman and child upon the Earth! ‘I AM’ the Eternal Flame of the Goddesses of Justice, Purity and Liberty Fulfilling this Call in Continuous Sustained Action until all beings on Earth send forth a song of Gratitude and Joy, Forever! ‘I AM’ the Christ ‘I AM’ Fulfilling this CALL! In the name of our Beloved Heavenly Mother Akasha!

‘I AM’ THE ROSE ‘I AM’! (3)

8. PRAYER CALL FOR MASCULINE AWAKENING

Mighty Christ ‘I AM’ Presence, Beloved Helios and Vesta, Beloved Akasha and Asun, Emanuel, and Great God Germain, we Call forth Your Victorious Heart Flames into Action to awaken the Christ within every man and to support, illumine and protect those in Masculine garments who are awakened, who are embracing their Inner Feminine side of Life and opening their Hearts!

And for every man who is still unawakened, we Call upon Divine Intervention to Awaken within each one a consciousness of ‘Camelot Character’ that strengthens within them the fine qualities of Chivalry, Valor, Respect and Humility, to open their own Hearts and Minds to the Great ‘I AM’! To Honor and protect the Feminine side of Life, their families, loved ones, the Powers of Nature and Forces of the Elements!

‘I AM’ THAT ‘I AM’ (3)

9. CALL FOR INDIGENOUS WOMEN

‘Beloved ‘I AM’ Christ Presence!’ Mother Akasha, Beloved Quan Yin, Beloved Mother Mary, Goddess of the White Fire (White Buffalo Calf Woman), Great Goddesses and all Ascended Master Mothers! We DEMAND Divine Intervention for all those in Feminine Garments! We COMMAND the most intense Action of Archangel Michael’s Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Fire, God Germain’s Violet Purifying Flame, Akasha’s Rose Pink Flames and White Fire Flames to BLAZE! (3) into all destructive energy driven against women of the Indigenous Peoples!
ANNIHILATE! (3) its cause, effect, record and memory! Before it can do any more damage against Life! And SEAL! (3) every Daughter of the ‘I AM’ Christ Presence in Mother Akasha’s Rose Pink Flame of Invincible Protection! That Magnetizes only Divine Love and Repels all else!

‘I AM’ the Law of the Ascended Jesus Christ that:

DEMANDS! (3) Beloved Akasha’s Love, Will and Grace free the First Nation’s women, and PURIFY and CONSUME the beliefs that allow oppression, violence and abuse of These Women! Remove the burdens of addiction, the sex trade, alcohol and drugs that hold these women victim to the sinister force!

‘I AM’ the Law of the Ascended Jesus Christ that:

COMMANDS! (3) Great God Germain, Akasha, Jesus and Mary, RESTORE respect for the Feminine side of Life in all First Nation’s People of Earth, now and forever!

‘I AM’ the Law of the Ascended Jesus Christ that:

DEMANDS! (3) The Freedom of the Sacred Fire of Beloved Jesus’ and Mary’s Love for First Nation’s People, COME FORTH! (3) And hold Command forever!

I Call Forth Jesus’ Heart Realm and Heart Control from the Great Central Sun in and around all Indigenous Peoples, that lifts and raises them into the Perfect constructive activities for each one on Earth!

‘I AM’ THAT ‘I AM’! (3)

10. ‘I AM’ THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE DECREES

In the Name of the Ascended Jesus Christ that has overcome all human creation and human law:

‘I AM’ the Resurrection and the Life of the Cosmic Christ Forgiving Love and all Christ Flames restoring Peace, Prosperity and Unity in all countries of the world!

‘I AM’ the Resurrection and the Life of Archangel Michael’s protection of all First Nation’s women in Canada and the entire world!

‘I AM’ the Resurrection and the Life of Beloved Akasha’s Love, Will and Grace freeing all women where there is oppression, discrimination, violence and abuse! Reveal, Purify and Consume the cause, effect, record, and memory of all beliefs that have oppressed the women in all cultures of the world.
'I AM' the Law that RESTORES Sacred Reverence for the Feminine side of Life, the feeling side of Life in all people in all countries of the world, now and forever!

'I AM' the Resurrection and the Life of protection for all women, men and families involved in all situations of crisis and emergency, surrounded by Archangel Michael's Electronic Shields of Cosmic Christ Blue Flames, Protecting each one in continuous sustained action!

'I AM' the Resurrection and the Life pouring the All Christ Purifying Flame into all consciousness of lack and limitation to eliminate all and bring God’s Divine Inheritance and Abundance to all people of Earth!

'I AM' the Resurrection and the Life fulfilling Goddess Charity’s Call that all women of the world be treated equal to men! We rise into action and by the Power of Vision and the Power of Command, DECREE THIS SHALL BE SO!

'I AM' the Resurrection and the Life of oceans and oceans and oceans of the Great Central Sun’s Mightiest Sacred Fire Miracles of Eternity, in through and around all women right now, this instant and forever!

'I AM' the Resurrection and the Life that Lifts and raises women to a higher plateau of consciousness where there is greater Health, Purity, Peace, Harmony, Prosperity, Illumination and a Divine relationship with themselves and others!

'I AM' the Resurrection and the Life that Demands and Commands Beloved Cyclopea and the Goddess of Justice awaken the hearts of the people and governments of Manitoba, Canada and the world to take a stronger stand of Justice for the First Nation’s People and STOP STOP STOP the violence against their women!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST ‘I AM’! (3)

11. CALL FOR QUAN YIN’S FLAMES OF REDEMPTION

Mighty Christ ‘I AM’, Mighty Christ ‘I AM’ of all the people of Earth, Beloved Quan Yin, Emmanuel Jesus the Christ, Archangel Michael and Mighty Astrea, we COMMAND! the God Flames of Redemption BLAZE! (3) throughout all the lands where women are not treated equal to men and are not given the respect and reverence that honors the Mother’s Presence upon this Earth!
RELEASE such Sacred Fire, Love, Mercy and Forgiveness to the people that is the undoing of all mistakes, cause, effect, record and memory! FREE! (3) all peoples from the Karmic Law that binds them to such suffering where human law has replaced Cosmic Law. We call upon the Great Cosmic Law of Redemption, oh, Mighty ‘I AM’ Christ Presence and ‘I AM’ Christ Presence of all the people of Earth, in the words of Jesus the Christ: ‘Forgive them for they know not what they do.’ (3)

Now Ascended and Angelic Host SATURATE the peoples, the atmosphere, the lands, the waters and the structure of Earth with the Mightiest Activities of the Sacred Fire required to clear all that offends the feminine side of life, and assist all cultures into their next evolution that brings about such a desire for holy relationship between the masculine and feminine sides of life!

I AM the Law of the Victorious Cosmic Christ fulfilling this decree this instant and eternally sustained!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST ‘I AM’! (3)

12. PRINCESS MARY’S ALL-CHRIST SACRED FIRE FLAMES DECREE

Beloved Great Presence 'I AM'! Beloved Jesus the Christ, Mother Mary, Princess Mary Magdalene and All the Beloved Ones from the House of David!

LEAD uncountable legions of the Ascended Jesus Christ’s ALL CHRIST SACRED FIRE FLAME as we decree:

‘I AM’ the Redeeming Presence of the ALL CHRIST SACRED FIRE FLAME that draws forth a Holy Instant of Atonement in the lives of all women and girls, to erase all cause, effect, record and memory of all that has been destructive, discordant and charged with duality consciousness in their lives!

‘I AM” the Purifying Presence of the ALL CHRIST SACRED FIRE FLAME of Beloved Jesus Christ Emanuel’s Luminous Blue Lightning Presence clearing and purifying all destructive etheric records experienced by First Nation’s Women, Over-lighting, Purifying, Healing and Harmonizing them, NOW and FOREVER!

‘I AM the Forgiving Presence of the ALL CHRIST SACRED FIRE FLAME that raises women up and out of victim consciousness and all suffering and allows each one to fulfill the holy covenant of embodying as a woman, to generously generate love!
'I AM' the Grace-filled Presence of the ALL CHRIST SACRED FIRE FLAME that births greater Joy, Happiness, Illumination and Freedom in all relationships through Divine respect and reverence!

'I AM' the Protecting Presence of the ALL CHRIST SACRED FIRE FLAME that BLAZES! (3) the Great God Purifying, Protecting and Ascended Masters’ Cosmic Blue Flames Wall Pass Not around all that is good and constructive in the lives of women, girls, families, all constructive projects, activities and enterprises and assists women to receive all the education, supply, healthcare and opportunities to rise up and fulfill the divine plan of their lives.

'I AM' the Illumining Presence of the ALL CHRIST SACRED FIRE FLAME that BLAZES into all superficial and inferior media portrayal of women as less than the full Divine principle, and that gives women the Illumination and Courage to advocate for change, returning them to their rightful place in work and society!

ALMIGHTY CHRIST 'I AM'! (3)

13. CALL FOR THE MAGDALENE ENERGY

Mighty Christ ‘I AM’ of all the people of Earth, Beloved Mother Akasha, Princess Mary Magdalene, Mother Teresa, Ascended Master Mothers, Beloved Goddesses, Majestic Eloah, we call forth the Magdalene Force, that sacred geometry, that Magnetic Force that governs the Feminine Principles of this universe, the Force of Sheer Determination to be charged into the feeling body of every woman and girl upon this planet, that will rise up and DEMAND the Equality, Honor, Reverence and Respect that is integral to the feminine aspect of God!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST ‘I AM’ (3)

Beloved Great God Germain’s Oath of Allegiance

This day, I give allegiance to my Beloved ‘I AM’ Christ Rose Presence, to the Ascended Masters, and the Great Angelic Host for Their Divine Plan for (Nation) America and this Seventh Golden Age, FULFILLED. This day, I swear to live by Freedom’s Flame Code of Conduct: Courage, Respect, Obedience, Silence, Honor, Truth, and Chivalry.
I AM WHAT I AM! I AM WHO I AM! I AM THAT I AM!

**Please insert your own Nation in this Oath of Allegiance**

14. AMPLIFICATION OF OUR CALLS:

Oh Great ‘I AM’, Infinite Mother Father ‘I AM’, take up our Calls, multiply them 7 billion times 70 billion as we Command the Sacred Fire Protection for all women, girls, their families and loved ones, all peoples of the Earth, the Powers of Nature and the Forces of the Elements!

We call forth the instantaneous manifestation and Mighty Victory’s Victory charged into all our decrees! We call forth the great Illumination of Jesus the Christ, the Joy of the Goddess of Charity and the Love of Mother Akasha and Father Asun to fill our hearts and minds; We are so grateful and blessed!

The Light of God Never Fails and the Love of God Always Fulfills!

ALMIGHTY ROSE CHRIST ‘I AM’ (3)

Concluding Sacred Fire Meditation: Please remain quiet and as still as possible for a few minutes to absorb the Electronic and Magnetic Currents of Light and Love from the Angelic Host and Ascended Masters, Who desire to bless us at this time for all we have Called Forth to Free all Life, Energy and Substance upon this Planet forever!

Adonai, Adonai, Adonai

Ascended Master Extracts and Context for these Calls

Ascended Masters Retreat – Saskatoon– April 2015
Lady Leto: Mp3#14 – Regarding the First Nations Peoples in Manitoba: ... “And I was like you, awakening, and I would always reserve one decree a day (for example):

*Mighty I AM Christ Presence, come forth through the peoples of Manitoba! Expand Thy glorious Presence in their hearts and awaken those who are ready to be awakened, to find the Rose Heart of their Soul and begin their own spiritual awakening! Mighty I AM Christ Presence, Jesus the Christ, I call to you to assist those of advocacy, those of the governments, municipal and provincial of Manitoba to bring forth, to birth a new movement between all those immigrants that have come to Manitoba and the First Nations Peoples of Manitoba that will bring the Ascended Jesus Christ Resurrection into the life of those First Nations and finally, Mighty I AM Christ Presence, Beloved Cyclopea, Goddess of Justice I command and demand that you fire awake the Prime Minister of Canada to take a stronger stand of justice for the First Nations Peoples!

You must understand that if you migrate to another nation and those who have prepared those nations, if those people are abused, there must be justice before any of the visitors- and you are all visitors who have migrated to this country from Europe and other countries- there must be justice! You have chosen, you may think ‘it’s my parents who came to these lands’. It doesn’t make any difference – you chose to be here, and your complete freedom will not be at hand until those who have cared for the lands are treated the same way that you are. So the First Nations peoples of these three provinces are very connected to the Resurrection of these three provinces, and very connected, Alberta and Manitoba – their Roses, their awakened ones, have a responsibility to nurture back, what Mother Akasha has known for a long time, what is the Flagship of Divine Justice to the world. As that Flagship of Divine Liberty is anchored in New York and it is Liberty for the American people, that Flagship of Divine Justice is anchored here in Saskatoon, but Ottawa does not know it. So you must make some noise, and a whole lot more.”

**Beyond the Edge of our Mind – Toronto – May 2015**

Mother Akasha: on the Magdalene Force: “It is sheer determination – we also call it the Magdalene force. Magdalena is a sacred geometric term that governs the Feminine Principles of the universe.

7.30... To make things happen, no obstruction, to create realities exactly and as perfectly as you desire them to be; that takes sheer determination, for the projection of an idea in your mind to become a manifest reality in your experience and your
world. This is the force that in the seven minutes you will release through your feeling side of life that magnetic force, that Magdalene force, that force of sheer determination. And for that force to get through your body, through your mental body and then up between your mental body and your Higher Mental Body, that force must be the Magdalene force, the magnetic force. Wherever there is Light, light attracts love, love attracts light. When there is that love of the magnetic force of your own feeling body rising up to the seeming ceiling of your consciousness - and what is on the other side of the glass ceiling; that mighty focus of light, the electron, the electronic power, when that discerns the magnetic power, the love, the light will do everything to break through and greet and embrace the love. The love will do everything to break through and greet and embrace the light. You now have forces of your being and your God being working together to pierce that seeming glass ceiling between your everyday consciousness and your Higher Christ Consciousness. This is what is happening in this seven minute treatment. When you get there, there is a quality that allows that sheer force, that Magdalene force to rise up from your feeling body, but you see it’s got to get up through your physical body, that force must access the solar plexus, the window of your body and your emotions. It must come up through the solar plexus. The body must be quiet, cooperating, and rising up through the head, through the brain, through the various glands that are one in the way that your mental body, your mind, corresponds to the brain structure and makes its way up, and then it moves up and out of your pineal gland at the crown at the top of your head and moves up the life-stream.” 12.00

Extracts regarding the covenant made by those who choose to embody in a feminine garment.

Queen of Light; mp3 #15 18.20 ....”You must prove, based on the embodiment that you have chosen to enter into. A woman must prove, whether she knows this or not, and most do not know it but once known, it is an obvious (fact). A woman must prove her capacity to love. And a woman is given many opportunities in which her love is not at times common. Sometimes the proof of her love, to save a child, never mind raise a child, a love that a woman must prove that she can pour (love) that can be a force that saves a life. A woman must prove to herself that she is capable of pouring love.
Akasha: #18 11.25  The Queen of Light yesterday spoke, and I wish just to bring some expansiveness into some of her comments. Her desire was to bring to your awareness of two covenants, and that is if you choose to be born into a feminine embodiment there is a covenant, which means a promise, but unlike human promises, a covenant is a promise that you make with your own God Being; therefore it is a promise that cannot be broken. It can be delayed but one day it must be fulfilled....”

Extract regarding calling in the Holy Spirit for a Holy Instant of Atonement, in any and all relationships

Father Asun:  Healing our Relationship with Love – Calgary – April 2015:

“I wanted to talk to you for a few moments, for that core perception against the greatest Love of all, against the Mother has been lifted from you, and I know that each of you, if you ask for it, if you choose it, you can have a Holy Instant of the Holy Spirit, which is a manifestation of the Mother’s Presence, the Soul.

Each of you can request a Holy Instant, a Holy Instant in which every relationship you have is rebirthed from deep inside you. If you have a partner in life you may request a Holy Instant by the power of the Holy Spirit that raises you and your partner to the next plateau of such love and joy, illumination and happiness. And that is a wonderful thing to do, yet realize precious hearts, relationship begins with yourself.

I invite each of you as you return to your homes this week, because this is an act of intervention, it never fails, it’s the promise of the Ascended Jesus Christ who said ‘I will send you a Comforter, one that has the power of Atonement in which all things are set aside, that there be a rebirth into a new plateau of consciousness. I ask each of you to request of the Holy Spirit that over a period of seven days that you experience a rebirth through the power of the Holy Instant.

As said previously, the Holy Spirit does not require time; therefore the action of the Holy Spirit is an action outside of time. To pass through the many veils of history and time that you have known in this world, it is recommended that if you wish to have a Holy Instant that births any relationship, that you take seven days, and sometime in the evening – Day One, Day Two and all the way to Day Seven, that you welcome the Holy Spirit and that you ask for a Holy Instant of Atonement in my
relationship with myself, that births my relationship with myself up into a new plateau of much greater joy and happiness, and always more illumination.

In all the weeks that you have, record where you desire a Holy Instant of Atonement which is a cosmic eraser that erases the cause, effect, record and memory of whatever it is that has been going on. And you say to yourself:

‘I am ready to live in a higher plateau of consciousness where there is greater joy and greater happiness and greater health and greater harmony and greater illumination going on in this mind.

Until you have discovered the final secrets of transforming an atom into an electron, and then with special focus and concentration upon the substance of an electron, then you bring forth instantaneous manifestation. The electron is no respecter of time and space, does not require time and space. But until those days that come to each of you, you have the Comforter that was sent by Jesus the Christ upon His Ascension.... It allows you, when you are awakened thus far, and with the faith that you have to ask that the Holy Spirit birth a Holy Instant.

We can use this for any relationship with anything or anyone. E.g.

I ask the Holy Spirit to birth a Holy Instant in my relationship with.... And then you fill in the blanks: (for example): “in my relationship with money and supply.”

We must not let any wrong thought or history of an old consciousness delay your progress. We must continue the climb, and we know many of the things that have impacted life in a very limiting way – that those things will fade away –but more and more there is help....

Are you willing to be so intimately honest with yourself, and even to ask the question: am I carrying a poverty consciousness – do my words, my thoughts, my inner processes, do they reveal that I am carrying a poverty consciousness. And if you wish to be free of that poverty consciousness, that doesn’t mean that you go and spend, spend, spend. Accountability, responsibility to the demands on your life – those all must be met, while you seek to be free.

I ask the Holy Spirit to enter into me, I ask the Holy Spirit for a Holy Instant of Atonement, I ask for a rebirth of my relationship with money, supply and abundance, that lifts me and raises me to a consciousness plateau that just opens the way for all that I desire and require to come forth. Have you ever realized that...
in that phrase ‘for all that I desire and all that I require’, that maybe what you require is right thinking. That maybe you have to stop getting in the way by having limiting thoughts that are not allowing every channel of supply to be open to you (concerning) a relationship with your body, with your health, with your total outer self, or with a best friend that you might be going through a phase of conflict, a relationship with a loved one.

It is unending because life is a grand relationship, and the whole idea is that the Holy Instant through the Holy Spirit is the power that can raise your relationship in whatever is the focus - up to a higher plateau of much greater happiness, harmony, illumination and supply or whatever is required. Maybe the Holy Spirit sees that what is required is that you receive some internal assistance that helps you to process things in your mind in a more positive way.

From this weekend (comes) a much greater outpouring of Love. It’s there, you just have to start pouring it. And with this there is an invitation to each of you to consider, to contemplate, how honesty and intimacy go hand in hand. And that intimacy is far reaching (including - yet beyond - your partner and physical intimacy, but that’s just the beginning). What are your private intimate thoughts that you have that no-one knows – that you have against your body (e.g.) - absolute honesty. Honesty and intimacy to confront yourself on any day and ask yourself: ‘is there anything that I am afraid of’? From this weekend I am motivated to remember that I am ready, and I am ready to show up. And if you are willing to be absolutely honest with expression, expressing yourself, to be so intimate in examining your inner thoughts and feelings – is there fear, withdrawal, some old message ‘I'm not ready’. I invite each of you to meditate upon it, to call upon your Heart Flame to reveal to you how intimacy and honesty go so hand in hand, and far beyond the obvious. If you have a lover and there is not honesty, that will impact your capacity to be intimate with your beloved. Can you stream this out into other areas? It’s about the expression of yourself. Relationship requires communion, communication, expression, and a large relationship requires community. Are you free, do you examine everything in your heart, your hopes and dreams and aspirations? Are you intimate with everything you desire? Are you saying ‘yes’ to all of it so that your life can be a Magnet’s Presence that draws to you a community of people in which they are helping you fulfill your dreams, and you are part of their community and helping them fulfill their dreams? “
Making the Most of Your Clarion Call Experience!

Here are some helpful tips:

- Feel unity with all our fellow students making these Calls; as we join each other energetically.
- **Prepare in advance**, if possible. Print these Calls or save them onto your computer or phone screen. A glass of water is helpful to stay hydrated and energized.
- **Save these Decrees!** Notice the specific Decrees that you feel particularly drawn to. Which Cause is dearest to your heart? Be an advocate for that cause by calling forth Divine Intervention with the power of your voice, will and compassion. (Note about our punctuation: we capitalize all Sacred terms).
- **Tuesday Help Our Planet Decree Events**: Due to multiple global crises, we are dedicating a few minutes to an hour (Clarion Calls average 30 minutes) **each Tuesday in 2015** to offering up Decrees in a 24-hour wave around the Planet- to sustain our collective momentum. Email rrateleconferences@live.com to join the weekly reminder list and receive the Calls.
- **Source**: These Decrees originate from the Radiant Rose Academy’s monthly and weekly Discourses: Tree of Life Class, Masters Class (formerly Freedom Class), Miracle Class, Alchemy, Abundance Class, the Weekend Series and Conclaves. These Decrees were compiled by student volunteers of the Radiant Rose Academy with the Final Edits completed by Messenger Excalibur. For more information about these wonderful discourses, subscriptions and membership options and to sign up for free e-newsletters, visit the Radiant Rose Academy at RadiantRoseAcademy.com.

May the Flame of Compassion be With You and all Your Loved Ones!